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AL-016 High Speed Data Logger 
 

 
High speed (rocket) data recorder designed to capture 
both subtle forces and extreme shocks. 

 
 

TARGET APPLICATIONS 

 Measure acceleration and rotation in  
3 dimensions 

 Payload stress measurement 

 Delivered motor performance 
characterization 

 Flight anomaly investigation 

 Spin stabilization analysis 

 Crash testing and impact studies 

 Getting sub-millisecond visibility to events 
occurring during racing and extreme sports. 

The AL-016 Rocket Data Logger is your solution to 
obtaining sub-millisecond visibility to linear and 
rotational forces.  It measures acceleration and 
rotation in 3 dimensions to capture and record 
inertial motion with very high resolution, dynamic 
range, and accuracy.   
 
Every 750 microseconds the Logger collects data 
from its sensor cluster and records it to an onboard 
flash memory chip.  The recorded data is then 
written to the Logger’s Micro SD media card. By 
first recoding to the onboard memory, the Logger is 
able to operate in the harsh vibration and high 
shock environment. 
 

PRIMARY FEATURES 
 

Tri-axis primary accelerometer 
±200g x/y/z for high force event measurement 
 

Tri-axis secondary accelerometer 
±16g x/y/z for high resolution measurement of 
moderate forces 
 

Tri-axis digital gyroscope 
±2000 degrees/sec for rotational measurement 
 

Analog light sensor  
Detects deployment or structure fracture 
 

Low-power sleep mode 
Saves battery power between flights 
 

Post-processing software 
Generates “ready for web” summary, charts, and 
spreadsheet files. (Recorder can directly output a 
spreadsheet compatible ASCII text .csv file.) 
 

Serial port for advanced control

http://www.rafresearch.com/products
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AL-016 Rocket Data Logger Flow Diagram 
 

 

Specifications (see User’s Guide for more information) 
FAST SAMPLE PERIOD 670 to 750 microseconds (~1344 Hz) 

  
SENSOR CLUSTER  

Primary accelerometer ±200g (Analog Devices ADXL377) 
Secondary accelerometer ±16g (ST Microsystems LSM330DLC) 

Gyroscope ±2000dps  (ST Microsystems LSM330DLC) 
Light sensor Avago Technologies APDS-9002 

  
RECORDING TIME  

Flash memory 45 seconds per event (continuous) 
Recording cycle time 3 minutes (fast cycle mode, binary output only) 

Approx. 10 minutes (when outputting both binary file and ASCII .csv file 
  

LAUNCH DETECT TRIGGER 0.75 g*seconds of force (default) 
  

INPUT/OUTPUT  
Serial port 9600bps 8N1 3.3V (with power and ground) 

File input/output Micro SD media card (PC/MAC compatible file system) 
Indicators Red, Green, and Blue LEDs 

  
SOFTWARE / FIRMWARE FEATURES Logger is configurable via MicroSD-card 

Logger can output binary and ASCII text .csv compatible files 
Post-processing software produces formatted spreadsheet (xls) file and web 
format summary results (html/xlt/xml), graphs (png), and vibration/shock 
analysis tables and charts. 

  
MECHANICAL  

Dimensions 2.9” x 1.4” x 0.58” (74mm x 36mm x 15mm) 
(including 150 mAh battery and mounting hardware) 

Mass 20.5 grams 
  

POWER SUPPLY  
Absolute maximum voltage 5.3 V 

Recommended operating voltage 3.7V to 5V  (3.7V 150mAh Lithium Polymer battery included*) 
JST-PH 2-pin connector 

Operating mode 14 milliamps 
Sleep mode <2 milliamps 

  
ENVIRONMENT  

Operating temperature 0°C to 70°C 

* See User’s Guide for safety instructions regarding the Lithium Polymer Battery. 
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